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Observational Science

• Astronomy
• Planetary science (Mars)
• Social psychology
• Epidemiology
• Ecology
• Economics
• Climate Science



The Statistical Tradition
R. A. Fisher:

Correct causal inference is possible only with
randomization because association of two variables A, B
may be due to unrecorded or unknown common causes.
Observation cannot distinguish between

A -> B   and A <- U -> B
Statistical and scientific Practice (through the 1980s and

still)
1. make up a “model” and show it passes a statistical
test; do not search for alternative explanations
2. Use statistical methods for causal inference from non-
experimental data, with no analysis of the conditions for
their reliability



Common methods
• Regression:  choose a set of plausible causes of

an effect; find a “relevant” subset of those
variables by many heuristics, estimate
parameters from data.

• Factor analysis: postulate unobserved causes
until all correlation among observed causes is
accounted for

• Principal components: postulate unobserved
causes until all variance of observed variables is
accounted for.



The Reliabilist Approach

• Axiomatically characterize a space of
causal models

• Find algorithms that provably converge to
information about the true model in the
limit of large samples

• Test the algorithms on simulated finite
data and apply them to real cases

• Go back and broaden or narrow the space
of models and start over.



Results

• Much of what is claimed cannot be done,
can be done under modeling assumptions
commonly made

• Common statistical search procedures are
way sub-optimal

• Characterization of trade-offs between
informativeness and convergence.



Some Illustrations of Principles in
the Sherlock Stories

• Common Effects
• Discovering Causes
• Discovering Unobserved Common Causes
• Discovering Command and Reporting

groups in a social network



Structure of the Talk
• A sampler of problems about unobserved or

unrecorded variables in scientific inference
– Confounders in non-experimental data
– Measured indicators of unmeasured variables
– Distinct databases with overlapping variables

• Causal Bayes nets—interpretation
• Sherlock Holmes structures
• Scientific examples



A Lot of Science is About
Quantities Measured Only

Indirectly
• Copernicus
• Newton
• Dalton
• Maxwell
• Just about all of macro-economics
• Just about all of cognitive psychology



Even When the Unobserved is Not
of Principal Interest, It Matters

• A standard problem is scientific inference
with non-experimental data is that
associations among recorded variables
may be due to unrecorded variables.
– E.g., the recent results about estrogen

replacement during and after menopause.



Distributed Databases with
Overlapping Variables

• Econometrics
• Medicine
• Social Science



Directed Graphs



Graphs:
 Causal Interpretation

• Each edge represents a direct cause relative to the
variables in the graph.

                     Graph 1         ≠         Graph 2



Graphs: Intervention Interpretation

An edge X -> Y indicates that there are
values for all other represented variables
other than Y such that an intervention that
fixes those values and varies X, varies Y.



Graphs:
Probabilistic Interpretation

The graph represents a set of probability distributions
sharing the same conditional independence
relations

E.g., in these graphs, Yellow Fingers is independent
of Lung Cancer given Smoking.

                  Graph 1  equivalent to Graph 2



Bayes Networks

P(S = 0) = .7
P(S = 1) = .3

P(YF = 0 | S = 0) = .99 P(LC = 0 | S = 0) = .95
P(YF = 1 | S = 0) = .01 P(LC = 1 | S = 0) = .05
P(YF = 0 | S = 1) = .20 P(LC = 0 | S = 1) = .80
P(YF = 1 | S = 1) = .80 P(LC = 1 | S = 1) = .20

P(S,Y,F) = P(S) P(YF | S) P(LC | S)

The Joint Distribution Factors

According to the Graph,

i.e., for all X in V
P(V) = ΠP(X|Parents(X))



Bayes Networks

Markov Condition:

In a Bayes Network: each
variable V is independent
(in probability) of its non-
descendants, conditional on
its parents.



Bayes Networks: Uses
• Updating

– Classifying
– Diagnosis

• Calculating the
effect of
interventions

• Prior Information
– Models
– Parameters



Searching for Causal Explanations



Faithfulness Assumption

Revenues = aRate + cEconomy + εRev.
Economy = bRate  + εEcon.

a ≠ -bc

Statistical Constraints arise from
Structure, not  Coincidence



Search Problems
•



Markov Equivalence Classes

• E.g.
   X Y Z

X Y Z
X Y Z

     X   Y  Z



Three Asymptotically Correct Kinds
of Search Procedures

1. Test for constraints on marginal probability
distribution, build the Markov Equivalence Class up
from the constraints. (Spirtes, et al.)

2. Give initial scores to Markov Equivalence classes;
modify the scores based on the data, and hill climb
through the Markov Equivalence Classes. (Meek
and Chickering)

3. Cluster to find variables that share a common,
unobserved cause; estimate the joint distribution of
the unobserved causes; apply 1 or 2 to find causal
relations among the unobserved variables.



Constraint Search Illustrated
• True Structure

U

Y
Z W

X



Classical Search Illustrated

• Given data for X,Y,Z, W, form the
complete undirected graph:

X             Z

Y             W

For each pair of variables, test for their
independence; remove edges between
any independent pair



Classical Search Illustrated

X           Z

Y           W

For each adjacent pair, e.g., X, W, and each
third variable adjacent to at least one of them,
e.g., Z, test for independence of the pair
conditional on the third, e.g. X II W | Z.

Remove edges between conditionally
independent pairs.



Classical Search Illustrated

X          Z

Y                W

Repeat for each each pair of adjacent
variables conditioning on each two
variables adjacent to at least one of them;
conditioning on each 3 variables, etc., until
no further edges are removed.



X

            Z             W

Y

If Z was not conditioned on in removing X - Y
edge, orient X - Z and Y- Z into Z (colliders) and
mark the X end of X - Z and the Y end of Y - Z.

If Z is a collider, orient Z - W away from Z.



• Final Result is the structure common to all
graphs in the OME class of the true
structure:

X

Z W

Y

The O indicates it is uncertain whether the true
structure has an edge directed into the
corresponding variable



The Existence of Latent
Confounders Can Be Discovered

(Sometimes)

      U
X Y Z W

X  o Y Z         oW



Applications of Bayes Net
Discovery Procedures

• Pneumonia mortality prediction (Spirtes, et al.)
• Photosynthesis (Shipley)
• Lead – IQ (Scheines)
• College Rentention  (Druzdzel & Glymour)
• Corn Exports (Bessler)
• Spartina Grass (Spirtes, et al)
• College Plans (Heckerman)
• Satellite Instrument Calibration (Swedish Institute for

Space Physics)
• Mineral Composition (Ramsey)
• Wine Quality (Glymour)
• Psychology (Lots of People)
• Etc.



Applications of Bayes Net
Discovery Procedures

• Pneumonia mortality prediction (Spirtes, et al.)
• Photosynthesis (Shipley)
• Lead – IQ (Scheines)
• College Rentention  (Druzdzel & Glymour)
• Corn Exports (Bessler)
• Spartina Grass (Spirtes, et al)
• College Plans (Heckerman)
• Satellite Instrument Calibration (Swedish Institute for

Space Physics)
• Mineral Composition (Ramsey)
• Wine Quality (Glymour)
• Climate Teleconnections (Chu, et al.)
• Psychology (Lots of People)
• Etc.



   The Swedish Freja Satellite



Miscalibrations

• Miscalibrated mass spectrometer
designed to detect ion bursts.

• Bayes net procedures used to identify the
errors

• Recalibration reduces estimated errors by
half.

Light ions Heavy ions



Spartina in the Cape Fear
Estuary



What FactorsDirectly Influence Spartina
Growth in the Cape Fear Estuary?

pH, salinity, sodium, phosphorus, magnesium, ammonia,
zinc, potassium…, what?

14 variables for 45 samples of Spartina from Cape Fear
Estuary.

Biologist concluded salinity must be a factor.
Bayes net analysis says only pH directly affects Spartina

biomass
Biologist’s subsequent greenhouse experiment says: if pH

is controlled for, variations in salinity do not affect growth;
but if salinity is controlled for, variations in pH do affect
growth.



The Influence of Lead Exposure on
Children’s IQ

• Needleman: ANOVA, many variables, small negative
effect of lead exposure

• NIH statisticians: Needleman must redo  with
stepwise regression

• Needleman: Stepwise regression, 6  significant
regressors, small (but bigger) effect of lead exposure

• CMU econometricians: Measurement
error—influence of lead exposure cannot be bounded
away from zero.



Influence of Low Level Lead
Exposure on Children’s IQ

• Scheines: TETRAD program; 3 of the 5
covariates have NO correlation with IQ.

• Scheines: CMU econometricians must give their
prior distribution for measurement error.

• Scheines: Bayesian estimation (with Gibbs'
sampling for posterior distribution) of effect of
low level lead exposure on IQ using;
– TETRAD selected variables
– Econometricians’ measurement error model
– Econometricians’ priors



The CMU Economists’ Model
with TETRAD Covariates



Result: Lead is Twice as Bad as
Needleman Thought



And the Elimination of Causally
Irrelevant Variables Is Critical



Bayes Nets In Classification

• Bayes nets provide a kind of solution to
the “Frame Problem”: The Markov Blanket
of a variable
– MB of X  in a graph is the parents of X; the

children of X and the parents of children of X



The Frame Problem

Moving the glass moves the contents of the glass, but not
the table; result does not depend on the position of Mars.



The Frame Problem

• To predict the effects of an action, do you
have to calculate the state of the entire
universe?

• To predict the consequence of a change,
do you have to calculate the state of the
entire universe?

• No, you don’t—all you need is the Markov
Blanket.

• Whazzat?



What is the Markov Blanket of
Variable X

U R S T

X

Y Z

W



Markov Blanket of X

U R S T

X

Y Z

W



Markov Blanket is the “Ultimate
Classifier”

• Everything else in the Bayes Net is
independent of X conditional on the
variables in the Markov Blanket of X



Example: Detecting Mineral
Composition from Spectra

• Given: Reference Library of visible
near/infrared spectra over 900 frequencies for
135 pure minerals

• Find: An algorithm that will identify new rock
and soil samples that contain a specific
mineral class, e.g., carbonates.



Basic Difficulties
• Reference library is very small sample of

pure minerals that occur in a variety of
combinations in natural rocks and soils.

• The distinctive signal of each class of
minerals is confined to a small segment of
the spectrum—rest is “noise”—e.g.,
carbonate signal is between 2.0 and 2.5
nanometers.

O.4      2.0         2.5



Methods for Carbonates

• Neural net classifiers fail because
adequate training data is not available

• Regression classifiers fail, for reasons
already noted, and because there are
more Library minerals than signal
frequencies between 2.0 and 2.5.

• Bayes net classifier succeeds better than
human experts.



Finding 90 Carbonaceous Samples among
        190 Samples: Bayes Net Algorithm Vs.

             Human Expert



NASA Ames Test: Regression Methods Find
Carbonates Everywhere; Bayes Nets Find the Rock

White Rock in upper right hand corner is carbonate. No other
carbonates are present.



Causal Structure of Sea Surface
Temperature (SST) and Sea Level

Pressure Teleconnections



3. Causal Analysis of Teleconnections (Chu, with
some help from Silva, and using an idea of Spirtes’)

• Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and SLP anomalies
clustered by spatial region =>

• Time series of indices of SST and SLP by region
• For each time series for each region, another time series

variable representing a one month lag of the original
series is created—then time series variables for two
month and three month lags.

• Correlations of all time series are computed.
• TETRAD IV search for causal model of the time series

=> almost unique causal model
• Residuals after regression of each variable on its direct

causes analyzed by TETRAD IV search for
“simultaneous” causation => Same causal structure
between clusters as for time series

• Using General Additive Model (parameter free), the
Markov Blanket of each time series cluster is estimated
=> Same causal structure.



Ocean Indices
• QBO (Quasi Biennial Oscillation): Regular variation of zonal stratospheric

winds above the equator
• SOI (Southern Oscillation): Sea Level Pressure (SLP) anomalies between

Darwin and Tahiti
• WP (Western Pacific): Low frequency temporal function of the ‘zonal dipole’

SLP spatial pattern over the North Pacific.
• PDO (Pacific Decadal Oscillation): Leading principal component of monthly

Sea Surface Temperature (SST) anomalies in the North Pacific Ocean,
poleward of 20o N

• AO (Arctic Oscillation): First principal component of SLP poleward of 20o N
• NAO (North Atlantic Oscillation) Normalized SLP differences between Ponta

Delgada, Azores and Stykkisholmur, Iceland

• (From “Dicovery of Climate Indices Using Clustering”, Steinbach et al 2003)
Thanks to Mike Steinbach for providing us with the original data.



Original Data

QBO SOI PDOWP AO NAOTime 
Points

1st Month

2nd Month

504th Month

q1

q2

p1s1 a1w1 n1

s2

q504 s504 w504 p504 a504 n504

p2 a2w2 n2



Clustering of the six ocean indices

• Distance between
x and y is defined
as:
1 – |corr(x, y)|

• Using the average
pairwise distance
between points in
two subclusters as
the distance
between the two
subclusters



Data transformed for causal
inference

• QBO0 = {q1, q2, …, q501}
• QBO1 = {q2, q3, …, q502}
• QBO2 = {q3, q4, …, q503}
• QBO3 = {q4, q5, …, q504}
• SOI0 = {s1, s2, …, s501}
• … … …
• NAO3 = {n4, n5, …, n504}



PC and FCI Analysis
• PC and FCI is a causal graph discovery

algorithms that use conditional independence
tests among measured variables.

• Output can be in error if variable relations are
non-linear, or if some variables are very highly
correlated (collinear).

• Both available as freeware in the TETRAD IV
program.

• The search procedures are given no information
as  which variables influence which other
variables—no information about time order, or
lags, nothing.



General Additive Models (GAMs)

• While PC assumes that if X, Y, directly cause Z, they
must be related by

Z = aX + bY + ε
where a, b are real constants and ε is a Normally

distributed random variable,
GAMs assume that if X, Y directly cause Z, they must be

related by
          Z = f(X) + g(Y) + ε
where f, g are any continuous functions.
GAMs are much more general, but GAMs are not a search

procedure, and require prior guesses as to which
variables are causes and which are effects—provided by
the PC algorithm.



Data is not perfect
• Collinearity:

– Corr(QBO2, QBO3) = 0.95
– Consequence: Conditional on QBO2, QBO3 and SOI2 seems

independent
– Result: The edge between QBO3 and SOI2 is incorrectly removed

• Nonlinearities, Example:
– Nonlinear relation between

NAO2 and WP3

– Corr(WP3, NAO2) = 0.065
– Result: The edge between

WP3 and NAO2 is incorrectly
removed.

– Could also result in
incorrectly added edges in
other situations



Our Approach
• Combine the parametric method (linear model)

with semiparametric method (additive model):
– First, assuming a linear model, generate a causal

pattern using PC or FCI algorithms
– Then, add edges incorrectly removed by the PC or

FCI algorithms:
• Regress with general additive modelQBO3, SOI3, …, NAO3,

respectively, against all the other variables. If a predictor
variable is significant, then this predictor must be connected
with the response variable conditional on all the other
variables.

– In this study, we did not find with general additive
regression any edges incorrectly added by the PC or
FCI algorithms.



PDO0
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PDO3
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SOI0

SOI2

SOI3

WP0
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WP2

WP3

AO0

AO1

AO2

AO3

NAO1

NAO2

NAO0

NAO3

QBO1

QBO0

QBO2

QBO3

Time Direction

Full Graph:

PC Algorithm Output
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Why the Difference between the
PC and FCI Output?

• FCI incorrectly removes extra edges
because FCI does more independence
tests than PC, and collinearities result in
false removal of edges.



Find contemporary relations
• Since the time series are at monthly intervals, there may

be causal connections that occur at more rapid rates and
are missed by the time series analysis.

• Ideally, these connections would relate the variables
QBO, SOI, WP, PDO, AO, NAO in the same way as the
time series analysis.

• Granger 1999, Moneta and Spirtes,2003, Hoover, 2004
– Assuming linear model, regress QBO3, SOI3, …, NAO3,

respectively, against all the variables in the previous time points
– Feed the residuals into PC or FCI algorithms
– The resulting pattern tells the contemporary causal relations

• Repeat the above three steps, but replace the linear
regression by general additive model regression
– Turns out we get exactly the same pattern as using linear

regression.



PDO

SOI

WP AO

NAO

QBO

Contemporary Graph:
PC Algorithm Output

PDO

SOI

WP AO

NAO

QBO

Contemporary Graph:
FCI Algorithm Output



Adding missing edges
• Using general additive model, regress QBO3, SOI3, …,

NAO3, respectively, against all the other variables.
– If a predictor variable is significant, then this predictor must be

associated with the response variable conditional on all the other
variables

– E.g., with all the other variables present, PDO2 is significant in
predicting AO3, hence PDO2 and AO3 must be associated given
all the other variables

– Caution: It is possible that, based on the pattern, two variables
are associated conditional on other variables, but neither is a
significant term, with the presence of all the remaining variables,
in predicting the other variable

• No edges removed from the PC output by the
GAM.



Correct Orientations

• As noted, PC may make errors because of non-
linear relations.

• The General Additive Model does not assume
linearity, and can be used to check directions of
edges of PC output as well as edges

• In this case, the conditional independence
relations found with the general additive model
remove the double headed arrows in the PC
output but do not change any other orientations.
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Scales and Fatherhood: What My
Daughter Must Do for Her Ph.D at

Harvard

If the regression coefficient for M is significant, conclude the direct
connection from Latent 1 to Latent 2 exists.

(L1 = cognitive ability before stroke; L2 = cognitive ability immediately
after stroke; L3 = cognitive ability 6 months after stroke)



What Could (and Should) Be Done to Determine    
Latent Structure in Linear, Normal Systems?

From a bunch of measured variables: X1….Xn, some of which

may influence each other

may have common unmeasured causes

and no other prior knowledge…

Find the causal structure (up to the Markov equivalence class)
among the unmeasured common causes, and for each such
latent variable, L, find a set of measured variables that have L
as their only common causal source.

          Yes, it can be done.



Example: Data (n = 2,000), for m  
variables only, from the following:



…when given to a program in
TETRAD IV yields the result:

N.B. One edge between latents cannot be oriented
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How Do Children Learn Causal
Relations?

• Big open question, but
• Growing evidence from several

laboratories that they use simplified
versions of Bayes net algorithms that
exploit the Markov condition.


